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Dorje's Stripes Kane/Miller Book Publishers Dorje is a beautiful Royal Bengal
tiger but he has no stripes. In a small Buddhist monastery in Tibet, Master
Wu explains the reasons behind Dorjes missing stripes, and oﬀers hope for
the future. A Dictionary of Dance Presents words referring to an aspect of
dance as a way of introducing young readers to the letters of the alphabet.
Sheep Out of Water Astra Publishing House Freddy really wants to swim, and
the fact that sheep aren’t supposed to swim doesn’t seem to deter him.
While the other sheep try to discourage him, Freddy dreams day and night
of splashing around the pond with the ducks and ﬁsh. How will Freddy ﬁnd
a way to make his dreams come true? This is a hilarious and heartwarming
story about persisting in the face of disappointment. A History of Me "A
mother's account of her experience as the only Black child in school serves
as an empowering message to her daughter"-- Chestnut Peachtree Pub
Limited When his owner falls asleep, Chestnut the horse makes sure that
the deliveries for Jenny's birthday party arrive on time. The Three Little
Yogis and the Wolf Who Lost His Breath A Fairy Tale to Help You Feel
Better Abrams A calming spin on a classic fairy tale from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Susan Verde Once upon a time there lived a wolf who
lost his huﬀ and his puﬀ. It was a BIG, BAD problem! One morning, the wolf
came upon a peaceful little yogi doing sun salutations. The wolf wanted to
huﬀ and puﬀ and blooow her hut down into a big pile of straw. But instead
the yogi suggested, “Let’s meditate on that!” Soon the wolf met a second
yogi, and then a third. He may have lost his huﬀ and puﬀ—but with the
help of three new yogi friends, can the wolf ﬁnd his breath? Whizzy Wheels
Academy: Tess the Tractor QEB Publishing Meet Tess the Tractor, Whizzy
Wheels Academy's latest recruit! Follow her as she learns all about her role
on the farm and what her job entails. This sweet story explores Tess’s
journey of discovery as she learns all about herself and her capabilities.
Cheer Tess on as she overcomes a challenge and learns a valuable lesson
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in this delightful picture book, part of a fun new board book series for
vehicle-mad preschoolers. Lucy in the City A Story about Devleloping
Spatial Thinking Skills Magination Press American Psychological Association "An
distracted young raccoon gets separated from her family one night. She
discovers she can retrace her steps using smells, sights, and sounds, plus
help from an owl's birds'-eye view (which looks like a map). Focuses on
developing spatial thinking, understanding the world around us, and using
concepts of space for problem solving"-- Let's Go, Snow! Astra Publishing
House Jamie's been waiting ALL winter to go snowboarding. It's almost
spring and still no snow! But when the temperature drops and the snow
might come, Jamie's friend Eli begins to panic. What will happen to his
newly planted strawberry seedlings? Sam Sees Snow Lerner Digital ™
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and text
highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience! It's snowing! What will
Sam do outside? This simple story incorporates words from the
Kindergarten-level Dolch Sight Word List to build literacy skills. Midnight
Madness at the Zoo Arbordale Publishing The bustle of the crowd is waning
and the zoo is quieting for the night. The polar bear picks up the ball and
dribbles onto the court; the nightly game begins. A frog jumps up to play
one-on-one and then a penguin waddles in to join the team. Count along as
the game grows with the addition of each new animal and the ﬁeld of
players builds to ten. Three zebras serve as referees and keep the clock,
because this game must be over before the zookeeper makes her rounds.
Lulu & Rocky in Nashville Sleeping Bear Press Lulu and her cousin Rocky are
visiting Music City--Nashville! There are so many fun things to see and do,
like visiting the Goo-Goo Shop to make the famous candies, climbing the
dragon at Fannie Mae Dees Park, and standing on the stage of Ryman
Auditorium. Written by Barbara Joosse and illustrated by Renée Graef, this
third book in the Our City Adventures series explores the city of Nashville,
visiting well-known sites like the Country Music Hall of Fame and the
Adventure Science Center, as well as unexpected gems. Yes, No, Little
Hippo A Book about Safety Child's World Little Hippo learns how to play
safely, and have fun. The Biggest Snowball of All Childs World Incorporated
Little Bear's tiny snowball turns into such a large snowball as it rolls down
the hill that she and her animal friends decide to use it to make a
snowbear. A Girl's Bill of Rights Beaming Books "I have the right to be bold,
and mighty, and LOUD!" In a world where little girls must learn to stand
tall, A Girl's Bill of Rights boldly declares the rights of every woman and
girl: power, conﬁdence, freedom, and consent. Author Amy B. Mucha and
illustrator Addy Rivera Sonda present a diverse cast of characters standing
up for themselves and proudly celebrating the joy and power of being a
girl. Soccer Counts! Charlesbridge Publishing A rhyming introduction to
counting uses the history, rules, and fun facts about soccer, the world's
most popular game, to help youngsters learn to count. Simultaneous.
Dream Big, Little Pig! Sourcebooks, Inc. Poppy is a little pig that dreams of
being a star, and even though her ﬁrst attempts all fail, the support and
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love of her family and friends encourage her to keep trying and working
hard to ﬁnd something that she loves doing, and is good at. Rad! Abrams In
this family-oriented picture book, one brave cat discovers how rad trying
new things can be! Esther, Chester, Hester, and Sylvester are stoked to
shred at the skate park! But unlike his daring brothers and sisters, Lester
is a total fraidy-cat. Skateboarding doesn’t come easily to him—and with
only nine lives to spare, why should he risk one on the half-pipe? When
Lester sees how much fun his family is having, he decides to give it a shot
anyway . . . only to wipe out! With the encouragement of his supportive
siblings, Lester gets back up and tries again. Dino-Baseball Lerner Digital ™
When the plant-eating Green Sox face the meat-eating Rib-Eye Reds,
baseball will never be the same. Tied zip to zip, the game is a pitchers' duel
until the Green Sox's hothead manager goes snout to snout with the dodo
umpire and gets tossed out. The Sox respond with their veggie-powered
bats and score three runs! Momentum swings back to the Reds before the
seventh inning stretch, and they're all tied up in the bottom of the ninth.
Will this game need extra innings, or will Apatosaur save the day? S Went
Surﬁng Beachhouse Pub Llc Ever wonder what the alphabet does on its day
oﬀ in Hawaii? S Went Surﬁng is a whimsical, imaginative alphabet book
written with rythm and alliterationÑkids of all ages will love to read this
book aloud and have it read aloud to them. Ruth CabantingÕs illustrations
are wonderfully colorful and inventiveÐeach page has additional objects in
them that begin with that letter. As itÕs told what each letter chooses to
do, the reader is also taken on a fun-ﬁlled trip around the Hawaiian
islandsÑfrom Hanalei Pier to Volcanoes National Park. One Tricky Monkey
Up on Top Childs World Incorporated Melissa helps a circus clown ﬁnd the
animals that have escaped from his train. I Am Yoga Abrams An eagle
soaring among the clouds or a star twinkling in the night sky . . . a camel in
the desert or a boat sailing across the sea—yoga has the power of
transformation. Not only does it strengthen bodies and calm minds, but
with a little imagination, it can show us that anything is possible. New York
Times bestselling illustrator Peter H. Reynolds and author and certiﬁed
yoga instructor Susan Verde team up again in this book about creativity
and the power of self-expression. I Am Yoga encourages children to explore
the world of yoga and make room in their hearts for the world beyond it. A
kid-friendly guide to 17 yoga poses is included. Tortoise and Hare's
Amazing Race Arbordale Publishing A retelling of the classic story with a math
twist. Henry Hare was always bragging about how fast he was. One day he
challenges Tessie Tortoise to a mile-long race up the hill. Henry leaps
ahead for the ﬁrst eighth of a mile. As Tessie approaches, he bounds ahead
again. Fractions and distance measurements mark their progress as Tessie
and Henry race to the ﬁnish line. Chicken Soup for the Soul KIDS: Sophie
and the Tiny Dognapping A Book About Doing the Right Thing Charlesbridge
Publishing Chicken Soup for the Soul Kids imparts good values through
heartwarming and humourous stories to help kids put their best foot
forward. Sophie loves to play with Mia's dollhouse, and most of all she
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loves the tiny dog named Emma who lives in the dollhouse. But every day,
Sophie has to put Emma back. One day, she doesn't. The dog is so tiny, and
Mia doesn't even like the dollhouse. Nobody will know if Sophie keeps it so she tucks Emma into her pocket. But back at home, Emma's smile
doesn't seem so friendly. She looks out of place, and Sophie knows why.
After worrying and asking for advice from the Sunshine Squad, Sophie
decides to do the right thing and learns that telling the truth feels good,
even better than getting a new toy! Silent Letters Loud and Clear Lerner
Publishing Group Silent letters make spelling much too diﬃcult and the
students in Mr. Wright's class have had enough of them. When the letters
ﬁnd out that the class is sending a letter to the newspaper editor asking
for silent letters to be banned, they slip out of the missive and chaos
ensues. The personality of each letter is distinctively portrayed, giving this
grammar lesson the energy and humor to make it as much fun as the
previous two books (Punctuation Takes a Vacation and Nouns and Verbs
Have a Field Day). Lulu's Lemonade Astra Publishing House On a hot summer's
day, three children squabble over which ingredients and what quantities
should go in their extra special lemonade. Evie's Field Day More Than One
Way to Win Cardinal Rule Press Evie loves to run, jump, hop, and win. She
even has ribbons and trophies to prove it. So, when the school's ﬁeld day
comes around, she is sure she will add to her winning collection. When Evie
ﬁnds herself ahead of the pack, she is faced with an important decision.
Does she choose the chance at a trophy or the chance to be a good friend?
Join Evie as she navigates the playground and learns about sportsmanship
and the challenge of losing. The Magic Moon Machine A Counting
Adventure Child's World Lee is invited to take a trip to the moon, but he
wants to bring along so many things that the astronaut is not sure the
moon machine will ﬂy. The Curiosity Cabinet Groundwood Books Ian Wallace,
one of Canada's best-known children's book creators, invites us to look
inside his cabinet of curiosities, which contains treasures from his decades
of traveling the country from sea to sea to sea, sharing stories with young
readers. Over the past forty years, Ian Wallace has made thousands of
school and library visits in tiny communities, towns and huge cities all
across this land. Some of these visits have inspired young readers to
become artists themselves; others have moved children to speak or act in
new ways; others have simply given rise to the laughter and sheer delight
that come from a good book. In return, Ian has been the recipient of many
gifts himself, from the wide range of experiences he has had to the
mementos made by young children or artists in the communities he has
visited. All these gifts come together in his cabinet of curiosities -- an
eclectic and personal collection that nonetheless represents and
appreciates our rich and varied land. Each double-page illustration shows a
shelf in the cabinet dedicated to a province or territory with the gifts or
special memories Ian has from that place -- tamarack geese made by Cree
artists in northern Ontario, a ﬁshing-stage facade from Newfoundland, the
giant redwoods in Cathedral Grove on Vancouver Island, and much more.
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Always experimenting with new techniques, Ian has illustrated the entire
book in delicate graphite pencil, achieving stunning light and shadow. This
is a beautiful and unusual contribution to Canada's 150th birthday.
Includes an introduction and notes on the illustrations. A Little Round
Panda on the Big Blue Earth Big Blue Earth "Starting with a baby panda in a
bamboo forest, this richly illustrated poem illuminates a unique geography
perspective, showcasing China's environment with ever-widening views
from forest to terraced farms to village and city, country, continent, ocean,
and ﬁnally the planet in space. Endsheets include a map of Asia labeling
places shown"-- Shark Nate-O little bee books Nate loves sharks. He reads
shark books every day, watches sharks on TV, and talks about them
nonstop. He even likes to pretend he's a shark wherever he goes! However,
there is one small problem. . . . Nate can't swim. When his older brother
points this out, Nate works hard to overcome his fears and learn how to
blow bubbles, use a kickboard, and ﬁnally swim without help, as quickly
and as gracefully as a shark. Will he be able to beat his brother in a swim
tryout and get his bite back? Kids will love this jawsome book complete
with vibrant and whimsical art and a list of shark facts in the back! What's
New at the Zoo? Presents the lyrics to a song from the Broadway musical,
"Do Re Mi," in which animals in an overcrowded zoo beg to be let out while
accidentally stepping on one anothers trunks, quills, and toes. Chicken Or
Egg Who Comes First? Magination Press Chicken and Egg compete in sports,
on tests, and in other ways until they discover that winning and losing are
less fun than playing together. Oscar Lives Next Door A Story Inspired by
Oscar Peterson's Childhood Owlkids Meet Oscar Peterson, who will someday
become a legendary jazz pianist. He started out as a boy who loved to play
the trumpet, until tuberculosis left his lungs too weak to blow the horn.
Farmer Falgu Goes to the Kumbh Mela Karadi Tales Picturebooks Farmer Falgu
visits the Kumbh Mela in the vibrant city of Allahabad, in the third book in
this popular series. What Are You Doing? Groundwood Books Ltd A picture
book that captures a child’s discovery of the power of reading. Before he
leaves for his ﬁrst day of school, Chepito runs outside to play. He comes
across all kinds of people in his neighborhood who are reading. “Why, why,
why?” he sings, and they each have a diﬀerent answer for him, whether
it’s a man reading a newspaper, a young girl enjoying a comic, a couple of
tourists consulting a guidebook or an archeologist studying hieroglyphics.
Later that day, Chepito discovers the fun of reading for himself, and he
even brings home a book to share with his little sister. Elisa Amado has
written a perfect introduction to the pleasures and uses of the written
word. Set in a delightfully retro world by illustrator Manuel Monroy, this
book is a true celebration of reading. Correlates to the Common Core State
Standards in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.K.4 Ask and
answer questions about unknown words in a text. CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.1.2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate
understanding of their central message or lesson. CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.2.4 Describe how words and phrases (e.g., regular beats,
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alliteration, rhymes, repeated lines) supply rhythm and meaning in a story,
poem, or song. Dad, Jackie, and Me In Brooklyn, New York, in 1947, a boy
learns about discrimination and tolerance as he and his deaf father share
their enthusiasm over baseball and the Dodgers' ﬁrst baseman, Jackie
Robinson. Old Whiskers Escapes! A Grandpa President Adventure Benjamin
Harrison Presidential Site, Incorporated Old Whiskers' Escape is a children's
picture book that tells the true story - reported by newspapers of the day of President Benjamin Harrison's pet goat that lived on the White House
grounds. The goat often was spotted taking the president's grandchildren
on wagon rides on the lawn but one day escaped with Grandson Baby
McKee in tow. In a scene that would be impossible in today's age of Secret
Service staﬃng and presidential security, President Harrison - upon
discovering the goat was missing - went running down Pennsylvania
Avenue in hot pursuit, his top hat in one hand and cane in the other. The
story, delightful in its own right, will oﬀer readers surprising insight into
Indianas only president, the popularity of presidential pets at the White
House during the 19th Century, and the enduring relationships between
grandparents and their grandchildren - regardless of grandpa's station in
life. Written by Donna Griﬃn and illustrated by Gary Varvel, the book
includes four pages of rich historical sidebars, including primary sources
documenting the great goat caper, fun facts about presidential pets, and
information about the Benjamin Harrison Presidential Site in Indianapolis,
a museum home that tells the life story of America's centennial president.
"This goat book is the G.O.A.T. It's easier to devour than a tin can!" Alexandra Petri,The Washington Post "A charming kids' tale from a bygone
era when the toughest problem of the day for Benjamin Harrison, our 23rd
president, was his runaway pet goat Old Whiskers. Harrison's take-charge
remedy -- chasing down the goat that was pulling a cart with his
grandchildren into streets around the White House -- could be cheered by
Americans of all political stripes." - Deborah Pines, The New York Post.
Princess Easy Pleasy Karadi Tales Picturebooks Princess Easy Pleasy insists on
bringing all her prized possessions along on her dreaded family vacations.
At ﬁrst eluctant to learn about each new country, the princess soon
discovers that the best way to experience a culture is to immerse yourself
in it. Monkeys on a Fast Kardi Tales Company Pvt Limited How do fat monkeys
get thin? Chakrapani the monkey chieftain decides that the only way for
his tribe of monkeys to lose weight is by going on a fast. But can hungry
monkeys really stop eating for a day? Read and listen to this story to ﬁnd
out what happe
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